
RACOON
Non-destructive examination of NPP primary
circuit components and reliability of inspection
– ”The NDE project”



Focus areas

WP1 NDE Reliability and POD
WP2 Simulation and Novel NDE
WP3 AI/ML



NDE Reliability and
Probability of Detection
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The problem

Reliability evaluation needs
flaws and mock-ups
Mock-ups are expensive
Flaws are expensive
Reliability is hard
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The set-up

Digital inspections enable
- virtual flaws
- virtual  round robins
- probability of detection
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The results

Significant variation between inspectors
(even given identical data)
Most (80%) false calls made on non-flawed file
Some inspectors missed big easily identifiable cracks
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The POD

Virtual flaws successfully
used to obtain POD for
nuclear industry
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Round 2

VRR1 had limited data
– now with more realistic data
More small flaws
More realistic flaws
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More results

Large variation in detections.
Inspectors tend to miss
cracks only visible on some
channels.
Despite comprehensive data,
sizing results are bad.
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AI/ML
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The opportunity

Machine learning (ML) and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) had reached a level
needed for use in NDE

CNN’s were able to make sense of
raw data not unlike NDE data

Virtual flaws enabled generation of
training data sets



ANDIE

Started as a small project
Data-set with virtual flaws
and results from humans
Could modern AI do as well
as the humans?
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Phased array ultrasonics

More complex data
TVO inspection case

Successful training of
AI model to detect
flaws
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Dissimilar metal welds
Transfer learning
Used AI in various

- inspection cases
- data sets
- flaw types

Demonstrated wide
applicability to nuclear
inspections
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Overall results

Demonstrated human-level
performance with AI/ML
Demonstrated applicability to
various inspection cases and
on different data sets
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One more thing…
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If AI had been used in the VRR2

… it would have been the
best submission



Contribution to Nuclear safety

• New tools (VRR) to assess NDE reliability
• VRR highlighted new areas of interest for NDE reliability;

especially issues with DMW inspection and sizing
• Demonstrated human level AI/ML performance in NDE
• Significant contribution to AI for NDE
⇒more effective NDE

• Demonstrated that AI can address some of the deficiencies
highlighted in during the reliability studies
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